Hustings Questions – Treasurer
Answers by Jules Graham
You've all been on the HUS before, what do you think was your biggest
accomplishment on the HUS?
As one of the Ents officers I think realistically my biggest achievement was
everything that happened in freshers week and all the planning and energy that
went into 10 days’ worth of activities. The thing
How do you think you will be able to support the rest of the HUS team
effectively?
I am a very organised and supportive person. I feel that these traits will enable me
to help manage and support other members on the HUS, from my experience the
support team was key in enabling the exec members of the HUS through helping
them when needed and giving a little moral boost now and then.
What do you feel are some of the priorities for HUS spending?
I think fundamentally the HUS spending needs to revolve around the students.
With everything that's happened in the past year I feel the two spending priorities
would be Welfare and Ents. Obviously, with the impact this year has had on
student mental health making sure there are adequate welfare resources is a big
priority, so money towards welfare events or resources would be a high
priority. It's also been a long time since people were able to properly socialise
and, if everything is open again, I would love to make sure students, and the Ents
officers, have all the resources needed to take full advantage of that opportunity.
Can you do anything about the VSG form? It's ridiculously intrusive to the extent
that it made me not apply. Surely, they don't need to know outgoings for every
single aspect of my life.
I completely agree that a lot of the applications for funding from college can be
unnecessarily intrusive and would be very keen to initiate conversations with
college about this, specifically for the VSG but also for other aspects of funding
(eg: year abroad funding).

